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How To Engage The Un-Engaged
Make Learning Real
Inspirational teaching is essential if we are to encourage all
learners to fly. If our children
don’t love to learn, how difficult
is it to teach them?
For some of our most disengaged
learners, learning only happens when
it is relevant, personal and real. This is
the complete teacher’s guide to genuine
teaching and learning. Sometimes, the
biggest block to achievement isn’t the
child’s ability but a curriculum that is
irrelevant, delivered in a way that does
not engage. Which means there is so
much we can do to bring the best out of all
learners, every lesson once we choose to
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make the learning experience as genuine
as possible.
This interactive and inspiring day-course
will not only share many practical and
proven strategies to use in the classroom
to engage all learners, but also show how
an ethos of genuine learning – learning
you can see, hear, touch, taste and feel –
can transform an entire school.
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For all those passionate
about learning. School
leaders and classroom
practitioners, SEND, G&T.
Suitable for EYFS, key stage
1, 2 and 3			

‘If they can’t touch it, taste it, see it and feel it, then don’t do it!’ This
was Simon’s mantra when leading a challenging estate school – one
that helped transform that school and the life chances of the children
who attended it. In demand now internationally as a challenging and
effective leadership coach and classroom-based consultant, Simon
is one of Independent Thinking’s most popular Associates.

